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Abstract: Copper, due to its high thermal and electrical conductivity, is used extensively in many industries such as electronics, aerospace, etc. In the literature, researchers have utilized different additive manufacturing (AM) techniques to fabricate parts with pure copper; however, each technique comes with unique pros and cons. Among others, material extrusion (MEX) is a noteworthy AM technique that offers huge potential to modify the system to be able to print copper parts without a size restriction. For that purpose, copper is mixed with a binder system, which is heated in a melt chamber and then extruded out of a nozzle to deposit the material on a bed. The printed part, known as the green part, then goes through the de-binding and sintering processes to remove all the binding materials and densify the metal parts, respectively. The properties of the final sintered part depend on the processing and post-processing parameters. In this work, nine published articles are identified that focus on the 3D printing of pure copper parts using the MEX AM technique. Depending on the type of feedstock and the feeding mechanism, the MEX AM techniques for pure copper can be broadly categorized into three types: pellet-fed screw-based printing, filament-fed printing, and direct-ink write-based printing. The basic principles of these printing methods, corresponding process parameters, and the required materials and feedstock are discussed in this paper. Later, the physical, electrical, and mechanical properties of the final parts printed from these methods are discussed. Finally, some prospects and challenges related to the shrinkage of the printed copper part during post-processing are also outlined.
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1. Introduction

Due to its unique qualities, copper is frequently used as a raw material in different industries, e.g., electronics, power generation, military, aerospace, etc. Owing to its outstanding thermal and electrical conductivity and reasonable pricing in comparison with that of other metals with comparable properties such as gold and silver, copper is primarily utilized for thermal management and electrical conduction services [1–4]. Additionally, copper parts have superior machinability, corrosion resistance, and antibacterial performance, which makes copper a desirable material for medical devices as well as automotive and construction applications [5]. Copper is utilized in the production of a wide variety of parts, including heat exchangers, electrical connectors, springs, bearings, propulsion mechanisms for aircraft, cooling channels, and gas turbines [5]. Today’s rapid industrial development necessitates copper components with more complicated geometries and optimum properties, which mandates advanced manufacturing technologies [5].

Since the 1980s, technologies for additive manufacturing (AM) have been continuously evolving [6]. Various AM technologies for printing metallic parts have been developed over this time [7,8]. AM offers a unique feature—adding thin layers of material to realize 3D parts—that has enabled the manufacturing of complex parts with enhanced performance straight from designs without the need for costly tooling [9,10]. Because of these, AM has recently evolved as one of the core components of the fourth industrial revolution,
Industry 4.0 [9]. Steels, aluminum, nickel, and titanium alloys have been processed using AM techniques such as selective laser melting (SLM) [11]. Laser-based AM techniques, however, due to inherent rapid heating and cooling cycles, find it difficult to create complicated geometries with minimal porosity to ensure the high heat conductivity of copper parts [12]. Due to the high thermal conductivity of copper, the laser’s thermal energy in SLM is significantly transferred from the melt pool to the previously printed layer which introduces defects, a lower density and subpar surface quality [13–16]. Because optical reflectivity has no bearing on the materials, it has been possible to produce dense copper parts using the electron beam melting (EBM) AM technique [17]. However, EBM-fabricated specimens exhibit defects such as internal tensions, porosity, shape distortion, and cracks [18–21]. Additionally, the high setup cost associated with SLM and EBM systems makes them uneconomical for applications not requiring high-resolution, fine-feature printing capabilities [22].

Material extrusion (MEX) is one of the seven AM categories defined by the F42 ASTM International sub-committee, where a material, either molten or flowable ink, is forced to be extruded through a small orifice and to be selectively deposited layer by layer to realize a 3D object [23]. The limited mass transport between adjacent deposited beads ensures intra- and inter-layer adhesion [24]. Fused deposition modeling (FDM) and fused filament fabrication (FFF) refer to the same MEX technique whereby a thermoplastic material is first molten before extruding it through the nozzle. This is arguably the most widely used AM technique today that can be used to print a wide range of materials such as thermoplastics [25,26], metallic glasses [27], composites [28], metals [29–32], concrete [33] and ceramics [34]. To produce metallic parts using this method, metal powders are first mixed with polymer binders to form a meltable and extrudable feedstock. Once the part, which is often called the green part, is printed, the binders are then removed from the part using a solvent and/or heat treatment. Finally, a sintering cycle is carried out, resulting in the bonding of powder particles and the creation of dense metal parts. Compared to SLM or EBM technologies, the advantage of MEX is that it features a significantly lower initial investment, fast processing durations, a comparatively easier operating system, more control over the processing parameters, reduced waste of materials, and the ability to use multiple materials at once [5]. The technique does not require an enclosed chamber because no laser beam is involved, hence, it is a scalable approach that does not put any size restriction on the printed parts and is not impacted by the material’s melting temperature, reflectivity, reactivity, and/or thermal conductivity [5].

Depending on the type of feedstocks and the feeding mechanism, the MEX AM techniques for pure copper can be broadly categorized into three types: pellet-fed screw-based printing (PFSP), filament-fed roller-based printing (FFRP), and direct-ink write-based printing (DIWP). In PFSP, commercially available copper metal injection molding (MIM) feedstock granules containing copper powder are fed into a single screw-based extrusion 3D printer [35,36]. Typically, a two-component binder system is used in which a thermoplastic polymer binder melts at the extrusion temperature and provides sufficient degrees of melt viscosity, and a backbone binder (e.g., wax) helps to maintain the printed structure during the sintering process. After printing the green part, the thermoplastic binder is removed via a solvent de-binding process and the backbone binder is removed during a thermal de-binding process. Depending on the system architecture, this thermal de-binding process may be a pre-sintering step or thermal de-binding may occur during the sintering process. During sintering at an elevated temperature just below the melting temperature of copper, the part undergoes a significant shrinkage and achieves near-full density [37]. In contrast, in FFRP, wire-shaped feedstock rods are first made by blending copper powders with a binder system of a suitable thermoplastic polymer matrix and wax. The metal rod is then fed in extrusion 3D printers by using the feeding system of a motor roller, similarly to the polymer filament feeding mechanism used in conventional FFF techniques. The post-processing steps of FFRP-processed green parts are similar to that of PFSP-processed green parts. On the contrary, DIWP starts with preparing inks or pastes by mixing copper powder with
Among the nine articles reviewed, two articles are on PFSP [22,37], three articles are based on FFRP [5,9,47], and the remaining four articles are on DIWP [48–51]. Table 1 lists the printing parameters, binder system, post-processing activities, and properties of different parts printed in different methods.

Table 1. Printing parameters, post-processing and properties of the parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PFSP</td>
<td>PS: 20–100 mm/s LT: 0.05–0.25 mm BT: 60 °C ET: 180–220 °C EM: 90–150%</td>
<td>PEG and wax</td>
<td>Placed under water for 14 h, then dried in oven for 2 h at 100 °C</td>
<td>Heated to 500 °C at 1 °C/min and held for 1 h</td>
<td>Heated to 950 °C at 4 °C/min and held for 3 h, heated to 1030 °C at 4 °C/min, held for 3 h, and cooled at 6 °C/min</td>
<td>RD: 90.8% SR: 2.42 ± 0.92 μm</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS: 20 mm/s LT: 0.05 mm BT: 60 °C ET: 196 °C EM: 120%</td>
<td></td>
<td>Placed under water for 12 h with slight stirring at 40 °C and 60 °C, then dried in over at 100 °C for 2 h</td>
<td>Heated to 500 °C at 1 °C/min and held for 1 h, then cooled to RT at 4 °C/min</td>
<td>Heated to 950 °C–1050 °C with 96% He and 3% H2 and held for 1 h, then cooled to RT at 4 °C/min</td>
<td>RD: 94.5% SR: ~2.9 μm</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LT: 0.129 mm</td>
<td>Thermoplastic polymer and wax</td>
<td>Washed in proprietary solvent Opteon SF-79</td>
<td>Placed in proprietary furnace filled with H2 and Ar</td>
<td>Parameters set per manufacturer’s specifications</td>
<td>RD: 94.51 ± 0.4% SR: 3.3 ± 0.02 μm EC: 86.11 ± 6.92% of IACS TS: 205.87 ± 0.07 MPa</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFRP</td>
<td>LT: 0.129 mm ET: 220 °C</td>
<td>Paraffin wax and high-molecular-weight (HMW) polymer</td>
<td>Immersed in OpteonSF-79 solvent to remove the paraffin wax using the washing equipment for 10 h</td>
<td>30 h long thermal cycle in presence of 2.8% H2 and 97.8% Ar</td>
<td></td>
<td>RD: 95.3 ± 0.5% EC: 48 ± 1 × 106 S/m (92% of IACS) TS: 205.6 ± 5.0 MPa SH: 54.8 ± 2.1 HV</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS: 30 mm/s LT: 0.3 mm BT: 90 °C ET: 240 °C EM: 120% ND: 0.6 mm</td>
<td>TPE and grafted polyolefin</td>
<td>Submerged in cyclohexane at 60 °C for a fixed period of time, and dried at room temperature in a fume hood for at least 4 h</td>
<td>Heated up to 450 °C for about 8 h in H2 atmosphere at 2 K/min with 1 h holding at 250 and 450 °C</td>
<td>Heated up to 1050 °C in H2 atmosphere. Heating rate: 2 K/min; 1 h de-binding plateau at 1000 °C</td>
<td>Flexural strength and modulus increased with increase in mass</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIWP</td>
<td>LT: 0.35, 0.45, 0.55, 0.65, 0.75 mm</td>
<td>Paraffin wax</td>
<td>Evaporation</td>
<td>Heating and cooling cycle at 5 °C/min in presence of flowing forming gas (95% N₂ and 5% H₂). Held for 2 h at peak temperatures. Highest temp.: 1000 °C.</td>
<td>ND: 89.28%</td>
<td>RD: 89.28%</td>
<td>EC: 30 × 10⁶ S/m (51.7% of IACS) TS: 141 ± 19 MPa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LT: 0.4 mm Tip Size: 0.5 mm Fill density: 50–90% Screw Extruder RPM: 45 RPM</td>
<td>Polyvinyl carboxy polymer and PVA</td>
<td>Dried in air at room temperature. Later, heat treatment conducted in a box furnace with charcoal at 950 °C for 2 h</td>
<td>Heated up to 750 °C, 800 °C, 850 °C, 900 °C, 950 °C, 1000 °C and 1050 °C at 10 °C/min. Holding time for 30 min (best temperature at 950 °C with holding time of 120 min)</td>
<td>RD: 90.4%</td>
<td>RD: 90.4%</td>
<td>SH: 60 HV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LT: 2 mm ET: 160 °C Piston Speed: 0.047 mm/s</td>
<td>Paraffin wax, polyethylene, and stearic acid</td>
<td>No solvent de-binding</td>
<td>Heated up to 500 °C in a vacuum atmosphere furnace at 2 °C/min with holding period of 130 min</td>
<td>Heated up to 1083 °C, heating rate: 3 °C/min, holding time: 3 h (optimal combination from nine samples)</td>
<td>RD: 90.95%</td>
<td>RD: 90.95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PS = printing speed; LT = layer thickness; BT = bed temperature; ET = extrusion temperature; EM = extrusion multiplier; ND = nozzle diameter. RD = relative density; SR = surface roughness; RT = room temperature; EC = electrical conductivity; TS = tensile strength; SH = surface hardness.

2. Feedstocks for Extrusion AM of Pure Copper

2.1. Feedstocks Used in PFSP

In [22,37], Singh et al. used a MIM feedstock with 93.54 wt% copper (average particle size of 5.9 μm) and a 6.46 wt% binder system (wax and polyethylene glycol (PEG)). When molten, the thermoplastic PEG imparted the desired viscosity for the extrusion process. After printing, the water-soluble PEG was removed by submerging the printed green part under water for an extended period of time. After this initial de-binding process, the second binder, wax, serving as the backbone binder, held the copper powders together until the sintering process began. Figure 1 shows the SEM image of the feedstock exhibiting both copper powders with wide size ranges and a binder matrix containing voids of different sizes [37].

![Figure 1. SEM image of the surface of copper feedstock pellets. Adapted from [37] © Springer. Used under CC-BY.](image-url)
2.2. Feedstocks Used in FFRP

Cañadilla et al. [5] and Rodriguez et al. [9] used a commercially available 1.85 mm feedstock filament (product number F-MF-1010, Markforged, Watertown, MA) with a >95 wt% copper content [5,9]. The copper powders of a 10–20 µm size range coated with a binder system composed of paraffin wax and a high-molecular-weight polymer (name withheld) were used.

Gonzalez-Gutierrez et al. [47] prepared the feedstock’s binder system by mixing a grafted polyolefin (gPO (BYK-Chemie GmbH, Wesel, Germany)) and a thermoplastic elastomer—TPE (Kraiburg TPE GmbH & Co. KG, Waldkraiburg, Germany). As THE feedstock’s filler, gas-atomized copper powder (99/9 wt% purity and D_{90} = 33.6 µm) was used. The TPE and gPO pellets were first mixed and co-extruded using a single-screw extruder. The binder filament was dried at 60 °C and pelletized. A co-rotating, twin-screw extruder was used to blend the copper powder with the pelletized binder system and manufactured feedstock rod with 92 wt% copper. The extrudate from the twin-screw extruder was transported to a conveyor belt and air cooled before pelletizing. The same single screw extruder that was used to create the binder was also utilized to create filaments. The extruded filament had an ovality of <0.1 mm and a diameter of 1.75 ± 0.05 mm [47].

2.3. Feedstocks Used in DIWP

To prepare copper ink for DIWP, Zhao et al. [48] mixed 45 g of a commercially available copper powder (98% purity and 10–25 µm in size) with a binder system which was produced by dissolving 1 g of acrylic in 10 mL of organic solvents (such as acetone). For the same purpose, Yan et al. [49] also utilized a commercially available copper powder (purity of ≥99.5% and 0.5 mm size) with a binder system based on paraffin wax (melting point: 164.3 to 315.1 °C; density: 0.9 g/cm^3). A preparation tool was used to combine the two ingredients into a paste while stirring and heating the resulting mixture to a temperature between 50 and 250 °C.

Hong et al. [51] used copper powder (size 106 µm and 25 µm) with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and a polyvinyl carboxy polymer to synthesize high-viscosity pastes. First, a PVA solution and polyvinyl carboxy polymer gel were separately prepared by dissolving 7 wt% of each in water and blending them with a ratio of 95:5, respectively. Then, copper powder was added with a varying composition of 50 to 65 wt%, and the final copper paste was used without air contact.

Ren et al. [50] used copper powder (≥99.5% purity) blended with an organic binder that was prepared by mixing 74 wt% paraffin wax (PW), 23 wt% low-density polyethylene (LDPE), and 3 wt% stearic acid (SA) while maintaining a temperature of 180 °C. The materials were then finally crushed into small particles into sizes of no larger than 3 mm.

The rheological behaviors of inks/pastes such as viscosity, flow rate, etc. directly impact the printing speed of DIWP. Hong et al. [51] utilized the Hagen–Poiseuille equation to correlate the viscosity and volumetric flow rate of copper paste as the copper content increased. It was found that as the copper content increases, paste viscosity non-linearly increases and hence the volumetric flow rate decreases. As a result, pastes with a higher copper content set a limit on the maximum attainable printing speed. The maximum copper content that was tested was 65 wt%. It was found that with the increase of copper content up to 55 wt%, the viscosity and volumetric flow rate of copper paste increases and decreases sharply, respectively. The rate of change slows down after that and the slopes of the curves approach a plateau. As in typical fused filament fabrication (FFF), the paste for DIWP also shows shear thinning behavior which facilitates the extrusion of pastes a with higher copper content even with relatively lower pressure. Ren et al. [50] measured apparent viscosity as a function of shear rate as shown in Figure 2.
AIM3D GmbH, Rostock, Germany), that uses a pneumatically powdered piston with a hopper used to continuously push the pellets into the extruder. The material was extruded from a hardened steel nozzle with a 0.4 mm diameter at an extrusion temperature of 196 °C. The other printing parameters were a layer thickness of 0.05 mm, extrusion width of 0.51 mm, 65% overlap, bed temperature of 60 °C, nozzle movement speed of 20 mm/s, 100% infill density, and extrusion flow rate of 120% of the usual value. Figure 3a depicts the schematic diagram for the process.

**Figure 2.** Viscosity vs. shear rate at 160 °C [50] © MDPI. Used under CC-BY.

### 3. Manufacturing of Pure Cu Parts

#### 3.1. 3D Printing Processes

**3.1.1. PFSP Process**

Singh et al. [22,37] used a screw-based extrusion 3D printer, (model: ExAM 255, AIM3D GmbH, Rostock, Germany), that uses a pneumatically powdered piston with a hopper to continuously push the pellets into the extruder. The material was extruded from a hardened steel nozzle with a 0.4 mm diameter at an extrusion temperature of 196 °C. The other printing parameters were a layer thickness of 0.05 mm, extrusion width of 0.51 mm, 65% overlap, bed temperature of 60 °C, nozzle movement speed of 20 mm/s, 100% infill density, and extrusion flow rate of 120% of the usual value. Figure 3a depicts the schematic diagram for the process.

**Figure 3.** Schematic diagrams for (a) PFSP, (b) FFRP, and (c)-(I) DIWP with pneumatic dispenser (c)-(II), piston-based DIWP (c)-(III) and screw-based DIWP.
3.1.2. FFRP Process

Rodriguez et al. [9] and Cañadilla et al. [5] used a commercially available system (model: Metal X, Markforged, Watertown, MA, USA) with proprietary materials. Markforged’s atomic diffusion additive manufacturing (ADAM) is an FFRP technique, that was used to print pure copper parts [9]. This system uses a proprietary binder system and utilizes separate units for chemical de-binding and thermal de-binding/sintering [5,9]. When using this technique, two different filaments are employed: the copper filament is used to print the parts, and a ceramic filament is utilized to print support structures [5].

Gonzalez-Gutierrez et al. [47] used a different system, (model: X1000, German RepRap GmbH, Feldkirchen, Germany) with different print settings such as a nozzle diameter of 0.6 mm, printing speed of 30 mm/s, layer height of 0.3 mm, bed temperature of 90 °C and extrusion temperature of 240 °C. To produce a high-quality filament, a single-screw extruder system with copper and binder feeding in different temperature zones was used.

Figure 3b shows a general schematic diagram for the process.

3.1.3. DIWP Process

Zhao et al. loaded the paste in a syringe tube of a pneumatic dispenser, and printed using Teflon sheets for easy demolding. Once the solvent evaporation from a prior printed layer was complete, the next layer was printed atop the previous layer. Yan et al. [49] developed a custom paste-injection 3D printing system consisting of a 3D platform and a 0.3 mm diameter syringe-based dispensing system.

Hong et al. [51] developed a screw-based paste extruder that was integrated with a typical desktop 3D printer using a hose and syringe-based deposition head. This system allows the feeding of a highly viscous metal paste and the printing of 3D copper parts.

Ren et al. [50] also developed a custom piston-based extrusion 3D printer that has a heated syringe to maintain the rheology of the slurry-like molten feedstock during printing. First, copper powder mixed with an organic binder is heated and crushed to prepare the feedstock which is then used to 3D-print green parts using the the following parameters: extrusion temperature: 160 °C; extrusion head speed: 360 mm/min; piston speed: 0.047 mm/s; nozzle diameter: 2 mm. Then, thermal de-binding was performed at 450 °C followed by sintering at 1083 °C.

Figure 3c shows a general schematic diagram for the processes.

3.2. De-Binding and Sintering

3.2.1. For Parts Printed by PFSP

Singh et al. [22] performed solvent de-binding by submerging the printed green parts under water for 14 h to dissolve PEG, followed by drying at 100 °C for 2 h in an oven. After that, the parts were subjected to thermal de-binding using a vertical dilatometer by heating them to 500 °C at a rate of 1 °C/min and holding them at that temperature for 1 h to remove wax. The parts were sintered by continuing heating to 950 °C at the a rate of 4 °C/min, holding them at that temperature for 3 h, then again heating them to 1030 °C at the a rate of 4 °C/min, holding them again for 3 h, and finally cooling them down at a rate of 6 °C/min. Both thermal de-binding and sintering were performed in the presence of a gas flow containing 96% He and 4% H2. Figure 4a shows the thermal profile observed during the de-binding and sintering process [22]. While in this study, Singh et al. used the same heating cycle for thermal de-binding and sintering, in another study [37], the same researchers used two separate heating cycles for both thermal de-binding and sintering, as shown in Figure 4b.
The binder system of Gonzalez-Gutierrez et al. [47] comprised a soluble cyclohexane TPE and a grafted polyolefin (gPO) as an insoluble backbone. Solvent de-binding was conducted by submerging the parts in cyclohexane at 60 °C to remove the TPE, followed by drying for around 4 h in a fume hood at ambient temperature. After that, the specimens went through thermal de-binding and sintering in a hydrogen-filled furnace. As Figure 4c depicts, the temperature was raised to 250 °C (with holding for 1 h) and 450 °C (with holding for 1 h) for two-stage de-binding process. For sintering, the parts were heated to 1050 °C and held for 1 h, followed by being cooled. All heating cycles were performed at a rate of 2 °C/min.

3.2.2. For Parts Printed by FFRP

Both Rodriguez et al. [9] and Cañadilla et al. [5] used Markforged’s Wash-1 unit for solvent de-binding to remove Markforged’s proprietary solvent (Opteon SF-79) from the printed green parts. For thermal de-binding and sintering in the same cycle, both groups used Markforged’s Sinter-1 unit that [9] can heat up to 1300 °C. First, it was heated up to a certain de-binding temperature and then maintained at that temperature for a specific amount of time to ensure the complete removal of the high-molecular-weight (HMW) polymer binder. Then, the temperature was increased to the sintering temperature followed
by being held for the holding time. Lastly, it was cooled down to the room temperature. The entire thermal cycle took place under protective atmospheric conditions and lasted 30 h in total. The thermal de-binding stage involved a 2.8% H_2 and 97.8% Ar atmosphere, and the sintering and cooling steps were carried out in a pure Argon environment. After the full heating cycle, the final metallic pure copper components were produced [5].

3.2.3. For Parts Printed by DIWP

The organic solvent used in DIWP does not require a solvent de-binding step, as the volatile solvent evaporates during and after printing in ambient temperature. While some researchers conducted simultaneous thermal de-binding and sintering processes in one single step, others performed two different but sequential steps for thermal de-binding and sintering. For example, Zhao et al. [48] used a furnace flooded with 95% N_2 and 5% H_2 to heat the printed green parts to 1000 °C and cooled them at a rate of 5 °C/min after holding them at the peak temperature for 2 h. Yan et al. [49] performed sintering of copper green parts at various temperatures (750 °C, 800 °C, 850 °C, 900 °C, 950 °C, 1000 °C, and 1050 °C) where the temperature was raised at a rate of 10 °C/min. They found that a minimum temperature of 950 °C with a holding period of 120 min was necessary to realize fully sintered copper parts. Similarly, Hong et al. [51] dried printed copper green parts in air at ambient temperature, then subjected them to a heat treatment with charcoal in a box furnace at 950 °C for two hours.

While Ren et al. [50] also did not require a solvent de-binding step, they applied a two-stage post-processing step in a furnace under a vacuum. First, the copper green parts were heated to 500 °C at a rate of 2 °C/min, held at that temperature for 2.5 h, then heated again to 1083 °C at a rate of 3 °C/min and held at that temperature for 3 h. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, shown in Figure 4d, exhibits the disappearance of peaks associated with the organic binder after sintering.

4. Performance Characterization of Pure Copper Parts

4.1. Electrical Properties

To evaluate the electrical conductivity, Cañadilla et al. [5] applied the van der Pauw method, where four probes are placed at four contact points located around the edges of the sample. The average electrical conductivity measured in this method was found to be up to 48 × 10^6 S/m, which is around 82% of the International Annealed Copper Standard (IACS), 58 × 10^6 S/m. Rodriguez et al. [9] conducted electrical direct current (DC) resistance testing, per ASTM B193, and found the electrical conductivity to be 86.11 ± 6.92% of the IACS. Zhao et al. [48] carried out the electrical conductivity test on the part which was sintered at 1000 °C. They reported the electrical conductivity to be 30 × 10^6 S/m, which is only 51.7% of the IACS. The comparative conductivities (% of the IACS) from the studies are shown in Figure 5a.

4.2. Mechanical Properties

4.2.1. Tensile Strength

Rodriguez et al. [9] performed tensile tests on sintered copper parts, per ISO 6892-1, and reported a tensile strength of 205.87 ± 0.07 MPa. Cañadilla et al. [5] found the tensile strength of their ADAM-processed copper part to be 205.8 ± 5.0 MPa. The authors concluded that a prolonged high-temperature sintering process might result in more ductile properties compared to copper parts processed by selective laser melting (SLM) and that altering the sintering parameters can change microstructures and various mechanical properties [5,9]. Zhao et al. [48] measured the tensile strength of samples sintered at 1000 °C to be 141 ± 19 MPa, which is around 20% greater than the tensile strength (116.7 MPa) of copper parts processed by binder jetting and sintered at 1080 °C [52]. Ren et al. [50] evaluated the tensile strength of printed and sintered specimens in accordance with the guidelines of ASTM D638-2003 and ASTM E8, respectively. Four different tensile tests were carried out for each of the printed and sintered samples and the tensile strength of the
sintered part was reported to be 175 MPa. The comparative tensile strengths of copper parts processed in different studies are shown in Figure 5b.

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Figure 5.** Comparative values of (a) conductivity (% of IACS) [5,9,48], (b) tensile strength [5,9,48,50], (c) relative density [5,9,22,37,48–50], (d) surface roughness [9,22,37] and (e) Vicker’s surface hardness [5,9,49,50].

4.2.2. Density

The copper parts sintered by Singh et al. [22] exhibited an overall shrinkage of ~13% and a relative density of ~90.8% of the bulk density of pure copper, which is 8.96 gm/cm³ [22]. In a different investigation, Singh et al. [37] were able to achieve a relative density of ~94.5% with similar isotropic shrinkage (<13.1%). Using Markforged’s ADAM technology, while Rodriguez et al. achieved a relative density of 94.51% [9], Cañadilla et al. [5] reported a slightly higher density of 95.3%. For DIWP-processed parts, while Zhao et al. [48] reported a relatively density of 89.28%, Yan et al. [49] and Ren et al. [50] found the maximum relative densities of 90.4% and 90.95%, respectively. The comparative relative densities reported in different studies are shown in Figure 5c.

4.2.3. Surface Roughness

The surface roughness of sintered copper parts was found to depend on printing parameters such as layer thickness, nozzle speed, extrusion temperature, extrusion multiplier and so on [22,37]. Interestingly, higher material flow rates resulting from a higher extrusion multiplier (between 105% and 150%) were not found to affect the surface roughness of copper parts [22]. Singh et al. [22] reported a minimum surface roughness of 2.4 µm and 2.9 µm for parts printed with a 200 °C and 196 °C [37] extrusion temperature, respectively. The parts processed by Rodriguez et al. [9] exhibited a surface roughness of 3.3 ± 0.02 µm. The comparative surface roughness reported in different studies are shown in Figure 5d.

4.2.4. Mechanical Hardness

Using Vicker’s microhardness measured along the cross section of the copper specimens, Cañadilla et al. [5] found the hardness to be ~54 HV, which is lower than the hardness of copper parts manufactured by SLM (85 ± 4.2 HV) [53–55] and wrought copper (40–130 HV) [56]. Rodriguez et al. [9] also reported a lower hardness of 37.6 ± 5.5 HV. Using DIWP, Yan et al. and Ren et al. found a higher hardness of about 60 HV [49] and
63 HV [50], respectively. The comparative surface hardness reported in different studies are shown in Figure 5e.

4.2.5. Flexural Strength

Among others, only Gonzalez-Gutierrez et al. [47] tested the flexural properties of a printed copper part by conducting a three-point bend test under defined conditions per the ISO 178 standard. They printed a number of specimens with different infill patterns and infill densities with or without covers, as shown in Figure 6a. They observed that with the increase in the mass, as expected, the flexural strength and flexural modulus also increased, as shown in Figure 6b,c. Another important finding from this test is that some samples with a cover exhibited similar flexural properties, although their masses were lower than the mass of samples without covers. Hence, this approach demonstrates potential for printing lightweight components.

![Figure 6. (a) Specimens with different infill patterns and densities with and without covers, (b) maximum flexural stress and (c) flexural modulus for copper samples [47] © MDPI. Used under CC-BY.](image)

4.2.6. Microstructural Analysis

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of extrudates and printed layers revealed that the process involves ‘extrusion voids’ and ‘printing voids’ [37]. ‘Extrusion voids’ are the voids that are larger than the size of the copper particles (usually 10–20 µm) that are formed due to a severe shear force associated with the extrusion process and a variation in viscosity because of the non-homogenous cooling of deposited layers, as shown in Figure 7a. On the other hand, ‘printing voids’ depicted in Figure 7b are the voids that resulted from insufficient adhesion between adjacent deposited layers due to the difference in temperature between two successive layers.

As the printed copper green parts undergo different de-binding and sintering steps, their surface morphology changes, resulting in different material properties. Figure 7c–h illustrates the SEM images of the green, brown, and final parts obtained by Cañadilla et al. [5], in which different types of printing defects are observed. Figure 7c,d shows the SEM images of the sidewall and top surfaces of a copper green part before de-binding steps are performed, exhibiting both ‘extrusion voids’ and ‘printing voids’. The SEM images of the brown part obtained right after the solvent de-binding step is performed are shown in Figure 7e,f, while confirms the removal of the wax component of the binding system as copper particle agglomeration appears to be less substantial. In Figure 7g,h, as there were no signs of the binders, the solvent and thermal de-binding processes were successful and did not adversely affect the material’s ability to sinter. SEM scans revealed that the sintered copper was mesostructured, with a continuous appearance and homogenous texture [5].
To fully understand the effect of different sintering temperatures on the microstructures of sintered copper parts, Yan et al. [49] examined SEM images of copper parts sintered at 800 °C, 850 °C, 900 °C, 950 °C, 1000 °C, and 1050 °C, as shown in Figure 7i–n. The parts showed many pores after sintering at 800 °C (Figure 7i,j). The pores were eliminated and the dispersed microstructures were progressively fused together as the temperature increased and as the atomic diffusion increased (Figure 7k,l). After sintering at 1000 °C, as in Figure 7m, the original fragments of the grain eventually coalesced into a large crystal. Most of the remaining pores disappeared when the sintering temperature increased to 1050 °C, resulting in improved metallurgical bonding (Figure 7n).

5. Challenges and Future Prospects Associated with Extrusion AM

Singh et al. [22] opined that there is a need for an additional optimization of the parameters related to de-binding and sintering in order to achieve a maximum sintered density. However, the most pressing challenge of the sintered copper part is managing the shrinkage. As the binder material is removed in de-binding steps, this leaves gaps between adjacent layers and copper particles. During sintering, when the adjacent copper particles sinter by forming necks, the gap between two particles shrink, resulting in a shrinkage of the overall dimensions. Singh et al. [37] found that as the sintering temperature increased, both the relative density and isotropic shrinkage also increased, as shown in Figure 8. A maximum 13.1% shrinkage was observed for samples sintered at 1050 °C. Such significant shrinkage can be compensated in the CAD models, which may be challenging if a tight tolerance is desired for the final parts. Hong et al. [51] reported a 1.25% volumetric shrinkage in the final part compared to the original part after sintering. They also observed that as the copper content increased, the shrinkage of the final part decreased. The part printed with a feedstock composed of 82 wt% copper was subjected to around 23% shrinkage. Ren et al. [50] measured shrinkages in three perpendicular directions to be 20.85%, 21.19% and 21.06%.
Although some studies on the extrusion of copper alloys performed fatigue testing on the fabricated parts, none of the studies discussed above performed any form of fatigue testing of the sintered pure copper parts [57,58]. Fatigue testing is crucial to ensure the durability and performance of printed parts under repeated stresses. The results of fatigue testing can inform the design and optimization of additive manufacturing processes for pure copper parts, ultimately leading to improved quality and reliability.

Similarly, none of the articles discussed any form of surface treatment of the sintered parts. Surface treatment, such as polishing and chemical etching, can improve surface roughness and eliminate defects. Copper has high thermal conductivity and high surface tension, which can cause surface defects during printing. These steps are essential to ensure high-quality copper parts with excellent functional properties [59,60].

Understanding of the effect of printing parameters in the studies is limited. Singh et al. experimented with thirty-one combinations of layer thickness, nozzle speed, extrusion multiplier and extrusion temperature to find out the best parameters to obtain minimum surface roughness. However, other studies did not explore in detail how the process parameters would affect the properties of the final part.

Another important issue is the lack of computed tomography (CT) studies to provide detailed 3D images of printed parts. CT scans allow the identification and analysis of defects and internal structures that cannot be detected using traditional methods. This is particularly important for quality control in AM, as defects such as voids, cracks, and porosity can significantly affect the fatigue performance and reliability of printed parts. CT can also be used to optimize the design and printing parameters of AM parts by analyzing the internal structures and their properties [61,62].

Electrical conductivity (% of the IACS), tensile strength and relative density of the parts manufactured by the DIWP method were found to be lower compared to those of the parts produced by the other two methods. Therefore, PFSP and FFRP are preferred when parts with higher electrical conductivity and tensile strength are desired.

6. Conclusions

Compared to other metal AM techniques such as selective laser melting, electron beam melting or directed energy deposition, extrusion AM offers a relatively low-cost solution for metal 3D printing. Not only that, the safety requirements of those high-energy-
involving techniques make extrusion AM a perfect candidate for applications not requiring high-resolution printing capability. Therefore, printing metal parts via extrusion AM is ever-promising and the field is actively progressing. All nine research articles reviewed in this work collectively present the current state-of-the-art manufacturing methods. The present paper has covered the following:

- The printing processes are classified into three categories: PFSP, FFRP and DIWP, based on the feedstock materials and their feeding mechanisms.
- The binder systems used with copper consist of one polymeric binder component that facilitates the extrusion process and a backbone binder that helps maintain the 3D shape during sintering.
- Depending on the category of the technique, binders may include PEG, TPE, wax, polyolefin, PW–LDPE–SA, or PVA.
- The ranges of the commonly used printing parameters included the following: printing speed: 2–100 mm/s; layer thickness: 0.05–2 mm; bed temperature: 60–90 °C; extrusion temperature: 180–240 °C.
- While PFSP and FFRP required a solvent de-binding step, in DIWP, solvent evaporation at ambient temperature was the only step required to remove the polymeric binder component.
- While most researchers applied a maximum sintering temperature of 1000–1050 °C, only one study used a temperature of 1083 °C.
- The relative density of the final sintered part varied from 89.5% to 95.4% of that of pure copper. Electrical conductivity varied from 51.7% of the IACS to 86.1% of the IACS.
- The tensile strength, hardness and surface roughness ranged from 141 MPa to 205 MPa, 54.8 HV to 63 HV, and 2.4 µm to 3.3 µm, respectively.
- Shrinkage was identified as the major challenge for this technology, which was reported to be from 13.1% to as high as 23%.
- However, the studies did not perform any form of fatigue testing on the sintered parts.
- Surface treatment can improve surface roughness and eliminate defects. In addition, CT scans can be used to identify and analyze internal voids and defects.
- The electrical conductivity, tensile strength, and relative density of the parts produced by the DIWP method were found to be lower than those of the parts produced by the other two methods. PFSP and FFRP are preferred when parts with higher electrical conductivity and tensile strength are required.
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